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About This Game

Create a mortal race to worship you and grow your strength. Guide them in their daily lives and help them grow. The power you
collect will grow your mind and body. Dabble in the affairs of other gods or seek to destroy them and steal their power.

The Aether: Life as a God is a 60,000 word interactive fantasy novel by A. Reddwolf, where your choices control the story. It's
entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

 Create a custom mortal race.

 Engage in mortal affairs.

 Travel the Aether and steal power from lesser beings.

 Dabble in political affairs at The Court of Gods.

 Battle other gods in epic one one one conflicts.

 Complete unique quests and events with impactful outcomes.
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Just brutal!. This is an amazing VN in my opinion everything fit surprisingly well - the music, the art, everything. Its really
immersive which is a huge thumbs up in my book.
i do recommend people to try this out :). I dont even, try to jump and this piece of **** takes screenshot + "2004 game"
probably done in early 1800 and just put on sale to gain people to buy it because it is cheap.. LOVE THIS GAME. i even have
the table top version of it. i thoroughly adore where the mindset was of the creators. During play, if you happen to use your
mouse where you should've hit space bar, it crashes. not a concern to me, i just avoid it. just fyi. The update of graphic drivers
helped to launch the game successfully. Thanks, Scott, for help and reaching even players in a far away country. You've earned
my respect!

The game itself is great:). This game has really taken a Dump. Years ago i liked it, you could buy blocks that you needed, there
was a tech tree, etc.

Now its a Grindfest with horrible balancing. You cant even build a decent vehicle\/robot with the parts you mostly get.
Its just Pay to win now, i still wanna know how this game is ''mostly positive'', Must be thanks to the kids that like grinding their
life off and buying themself op\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
Good job Freejam, you killed your own game
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An interesting mechanic with the guard, the atmosphere of horror is felt, fear, when the guard chases you, and you run away
from him, but sometimes he seems sooo smart. I was going to write a lengthy analysis for this game on a blog, but then I got
lazy, so I'll try to be straight to the point here.
Ame no Marginal, despite its small length, contains a powerful story.
Have you ever struggled in your life to overcome something that was imposed on you, only to be met with a pathetic failure?
Have you ever lost something or someone very dear to you, and no matter how long you awaited a miracle, it never came? Has
solitude ever wrapped its hands around you, not letting it go until you fell to the ground with tears in your eyes; and even then,
no one came to raise their hands towards you, as if you really never existed in the first place in their world? And even then, you
thought everything would change one day?
If you answered yes for any of these questions, I recommend giving Ame no Marginal a try. Be it the heartaching soundtrack,
the surreal and charmingly empty atmosphere, or the cruel, yet hopeful tale of Rin, the mistress of the World of Rain,
everything was crafted with care and attention to create a strikingly powerful visual novel about how much does it hurt to be
alone, and how important it is when someone stands by your side.. Love the game 10/10. by far the most compicated clicker I
have ever seen. I like it so much more if there was a bit more of a tutorial.. Worthy DLC adding a completely new act with best
map for grinding stuffs. Also, the plot from main game comes to an end here so if you are interested what happend to the
Mumma... ;-)
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